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Density Using Total Residents Per Acre:
• Tall Grass:
300 residents on 65 acres – 4.6 residents per acre
• Lakeview:
750 residents on 100 acres – 7.5 residents per acre
• Santa Marta:
342 residents on 46 acres – 7.5 residents per acre
• Benton House:
71 residents (both phases) on 6.79 acres – 10 residents
per acre
Mission Chateau:
451 residents on 18 acres – 25 residents per acre
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• “A proposed apartment complex that a developer wants to
build in Olathe might not see the light of day.”
• “But the Planning Commission is recommending that the
City Council deny the project.”
• “Planners believe the complex is too dense for the area,
which is surrounded by single-family homes.”
• “This is a high-profile project that impacts surrounding
neighborhoods,” said Sean Pendley, a senior planner for
the city. “There are a lot of residents who are upset about
the density and the height of the buildings.”
• “It included 550 units and three-story buildings on the
south property line.”
• “A lower density project would be a more appropriate
transition from the single-family homes.”
12

Parking Shortage in Independent Living
1. Santa Marta
138 Indep. units - 135 parking spaces used - 98%
2. Lakeview
555 Indep. units - 515 parking spaces used – 93%
3. Tall Grass
225 Indep. units - 200+ parking spaces used - 90%
Tutera
160 units x 95%= 152 spaces needed
- 112 spaces provided
40 spaces short
[ Special Events – 50-200 Visitors]
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Benton House Precedent
Somerset Elementary School

49,800 square feet

School Site

6.79 acres

Benton House (Current Units)

59 Units

Benton House (Current square feet)

39,512 square feet

Approved Expansion
(12 Additional Units)

71 Units

Square Foot Expansion
(12 Additional Units)

47,548 square feet
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82% of all national CCRC’S are not-for-profit.
As reported by Leading Age (formerly aahsa) citing
Ziegler National CCRC Listing and Profile a publication
of Ziegler Capital Markets
Lakeview
Tall grass
Aberdeen
Santa Marta
Claridge Court
Village Shalom

23

Total taxes paid to City of
Prairie Village $1,477.62
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Pecchio v. Saum, 2010 WL 4926760
• The first question was whether the zoning code
permitted such accessory storage when there was no
primary permitted use of the property,…
• Mr. Saum argues that the trial court erred in finding that
the “R” (residential) zoning resolution prohibits the
accessory use of property when there is no primary,
permitted use of the property as outlined in the
resolution.
• As Mr. Saum’s assignments of error are without merit,
the judgment of the Trumbull County Court of Common
Pleas is affirmed.
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Mola v. Reiley, 100 N.J.Super. 343
(1968)
• As noted above, the inquiry is whether under any
circumstances a building permit can be compelled for an
accessory use prior to any undertaking of the primary
use. A resolution of the matter starts with a
determination as to the nature of an accessory use. An
accessory use has been defined as one ‘customarily
incidental to the principal use of a building.
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Mola v. Reiley, 100 N.J.Super. 343
(1968)
•

•

•
•

•

That the nature of an accessory use is something less than a primary use is
demonstrated by a characterization of accessory use as ‘dependent on’ or
‘pertaining to.’
‘Incident’ is defined as ‘something dependent upon, appertaining or
subordinate to, or accompanying something else of greater or principal
importance; something arising or resulting from something else of greater or
principal importance.’
A primary use must be and must continue to be dominant to an accessory
use.
According, it would appear that before a permit for an accessory use may
be obtained, a primary use to which the accessory use is Incidental and
Subordinate must be demonstrated. The requirement of subordination of the
accessory use to the primary use, by itself, frustrates the application for
such an accessory use without a demonstration of the primary use.
Rather, it turns, as set forth above, on the fact that there cannot be an
accessory use where, as here, there is no demonstration of the primary use.
27

Village of Old Westbury v. Hoblin,
141 N.Y.S.2d 186 (1955)
• The premises in question, which are leased by
the defendant Mandel, are occupied by a stable
in which Mandel has been keeping a number of
horses. There is no single dwelling on the
premises which might establish the use of the
stable for such purpose as a permitted
accessory use.
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Mioduszewski v. Town of Saugus, 337
Mass. 140 (1958)
• However, even if the raising of racing dogs, not
shown to be used or useful in any agricultural
pursuit, could be regarded as a use accessory to
a farm, there was after 1947 no farm to which
the use could be an accessory.
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Trent v. City of Pittsburg, 5 Kan.App.2d 543 (1980)
• “a. Accessory Building-A detached subordinate building, located on
the same lot with the main building, the use of which is incidental to
the main building or to the main use of the premises.
• Black’s Law Dictionary (4th ed. Rev.1968) defines the term
“incidental” : “Depending upon or appertaining to something else as
primary; something necessary, appertaining to, or depending upon
another which is termed the principal; something incidental to the
main purpose.
• We deal here with one lot. Under the definition section of the
ordinance, a lot is to be occupied by one main building, together with
accessory buildings. A single-family dwelling house is the main
building on a lot in an R-1 residential district and any other buildings
are to be accessory.
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R.H. Gump Revocable Trust v. City of Wichita, 35
Kan.App.2d 501 (2006)
• The district court has to cut to the essence of
this case-City’s determination was based solely
upon the visual impact and aesthetics of the
proposed stealth tower. The court found City
was entitled under the law to make this
determination and Gump had not proven the
unreasonableness of the denial of the
conditional use permit.
• We agree.
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R.H. Gump Revocable Trust v. City of Wichita, 35
Kan.App.2d 501 (2006)
•

•

•
•

•

In opposition to the change, the plaintiffs argued that preserving the character of
the neighborhood was not a legitimate purpose of a zoning ordinance because
the result was aesthetic and not related to the public welfare. In ultimately
holding that preserving the residential character of the neighborhood was a
legitimate purpose of the zoning ordinance, the Houston court stated:
As long ago as 1923 we recognized in a zoning case that ‘[t]here is an aesthetic
and cultural side of municipal development which may be fostered within
reasonable limitations.
‘…The concept of the public welfare is broad and inclusive.
The values it represents are spiritual as well as physical, aesthetic as well as
monetary. It is within the power of the legislature to determine that the
community should be beautiful as well as healthy, spacious as well as clean,
well-balanced as well as *510 carefully patrolled.’
‘…The police power is not confined to elimination of filth, stench, and unhealthy
places. It is ample to lay out zones where family values, youth values, and the
blessings of quiet seclusion and clean air make the area a sanctuary for people.’
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Craig Satterlee – Attractive
Nuisance
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The Planning Commission and Governing Body shall
make findings of fact to support their decision to
approve or disapprove a Special Use Permit. (Ord.
1973, Sec. I, 1999; Ord. 2199, Sec.V, 2009)
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A. The proposed special use complies with all applicable
provisions of these regulations, including intensity of these
regulations, yard regulations and use limitations;
• Staff Report fails to address the requirement that the SNF
and Villas be a subordinate and accessory use.
• Platted as one lot so the Applicant has been able to avoid
a number of requirements.
• The Staff Report addresses lot coverage to reflect that it
falls within 30% lot coverage ratio (192,269 sq. ft. or
23.9%)(27.7% if you subtract 2.5 acres in flood plain).
What it doesn’t point out is that the average floor area
ratio in the 5 commercial centers in PV is 25%. The floor
area ratio does not take into account height.
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B. The proposed special use at the specified location will not
adversely affect the welfare or convenience of the public;
• For the reasons stated (density, lack of real transition,
etc…) we believe that the welfare or convenience of
the public is adversely impacted and we have shown
that the need for senior housing is already available
for PV residents.
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C. The proposed special use will not cause substantial injury to the value
of other property in the neighborhood in which it is to be located;
• Staff Report misleadingly uses "units per acre" to address the
impact on the value of the other properties in the neighborhood.
Other density calculations more accurately reflect the
dominating impact of this proposed project.
• We disagree with the Staff Report that the properties across the
street from Mission Road will not be adversely impacted merely
because of the existence of Mission Road. We believe the size
of the proposed project will negatively impact property values on
the east side of Mission Road.
• Staff suggests most of the senior living projects in Johnson
County are located adjacent to or near single-family
developments. Landscaping and construction design only get a
developer so far if they are trying to over-build.
• The grading proposed by the Applicant will negatively impact
vegetation on the south property line according to our land
planner.
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D. The location and size of the special use, the nature and intensity of the operation involved in or
conducted in connection with it, and the location of the site with respect to streets giving access to it
are such that the special use will not dominate the immediate neighborhood so as to hinder
development and use of neighboring property in accordance with the applicable zoning district
regulations. In determining whether the special use will so dominate the immediate neighborhood
consideration shall be given to:
1. The location, size, nature and height of buildings, structures, walls, and fences on the site; and
2. The nature and extent of landscaping and screening on the site.
•

•

•

•

Staff suggests that the traffic impact will be less for this project than it was for the school
despite the fact that the school operated less than 190 days a year and generally during
normal school hours while the proposed project will be open 365 days per year 24/7. Even if
you believe the peak hour comparison is accurate and thus it is neutral, you cannot deny
that the intensive nature of this project as compared to a school use is going to be more than
for the school.
Regarding the size of the Project, Claridge Court is not a fair comparison because it is
located in C-2 zoning and there are no single-family residences abutting the property. This
project is bigger than SME High School on less than ½ the acreage.
Staff Report reflects that the height of the proposed Independent Living/Assisted Living
building will be approximately the same height as the school gymnasium but fails to point
out the size of the gymnasium in comparison to the size of the Independent Living/Assisted
Living building.
We agree with the Staff that the mass of the project will dominate the area. Greater setbacks
and landscaping will only go so far in protecting against this domination.
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E. Off-street parking and loading areas will be provided in accordance
with the standards set forth in these regulations, and such areas will
be screened from adjoining residential uses and located so as to
protect such residential uses from any injurious effect.
• Although the minimum parking requirements for this use may
have been met, PV cannot afford to be wrong in its parking
requirements (See Claridge Court). The parking requirements
are inadequate when compared with other Senior dwelling
facilities in Johnson County and the parking requirements do
not address special events such as Mothers Day, Fathers Day,
July 4, Memorial Day… We understand that there can be as
many as 50 -250 visitors on these days.
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F. Adequate utility, drainage, and other such necessary
facilities have been or will be provided.
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G. Adequate access roads or entrance and exit drives will be provided
and shall be so designed to prevent traffic hazards and to minimize
traffic congestion in public streets and alleys.
• We do not agree with the Staff Report that a single private road
that is approximately 22 feet wide will prevent hazards.
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H. Adjoining properties and the general public shall be adequately
protected from any hazardous or toxic materials, hazardous
manufacturing processes, obnoxious odors or unnecessarily
intrusive noises.
• No analysis has been undertaken by staff regarding shift changes
in the nighttime hours.
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I. Architectural style and exterior materials are compatible with such
style and materials used in the neighborhood in which the
proposed building is to be built or located.
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The Golden Factors
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1. The character of the neighborhood;
• Staff Report uses "units per acre" which is quite misleading.
The Staff Report does not address "square feet per acre" or a
"floor area ratio" which is the preferred method for commercial
developments (See Chap. 3.8 of Village Vision). We have pointed
out that the density of this project is unprecedented using any
analysis when you take into consideration the location of the
property.
• There is no meaningful transition on the south and southwest.
Placing duplexes 35 feet on the other side of the boundary line
to block any views of the Independent Living facility is not a
transition.
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2. The zoning and uses of property nearby;
• The primary zoning nearby (on the south, southwest and the
east) is single family residential.
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3. The suitability of the property for the uses to which it has been
restricted under its existing zoning;
• Brighton Gardens is zoned R-1b and is located next to R-1b. A
development with the density of Benton House would be
embraced by the neighbors.
• There is significant demand for other R-1a uses so a distinct and
drastic change in use whether or not it is permitted in R-1a does
not mean it fits in comparison to the property nearby. The size
of this project is a distinct and drastic change in use.
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4.

The extent that a change will detrimentally affect neighboring property;

•

We agree with the Staff Report that open green space that the community has enjoyed for
50+ years is going to be lost. One of the primary goals of Village Vision is to maintain open
green space (Village Vision includes schools as open space). Although repositioning
developments to a higher density is also a goal of Village Vision, we do not believe that the
proposed project has to be a win for party and a loser for the other. There is room for more
density without compromising the open green space.
The Staff Report reflects that as much as 10 acres is "green space" with the primary areas of
green space being the 2.5 acres to the north, the portion running along Mission Road, and
the 1 acre of green space in the southwest corner. Note that the 2.5 acres to the north is in a
flood plain and much of it sits in a creek bed or is otherwise covered with natural vegetation.
It also includes the detention pond. The "green space" along Mission Road is right of way.
This hardly constitutes green space when you compare it to athletic fields. The one acre in
the southwest corner is smaller than the green space located on the other side of the fence
to the southwest where you have two separate one acre lots.
The SNF is essentially a commercial enterprise that is not intended to merely serve the
senior dwelling facility.
We agree with the Staff that the although the height of the proposed Independent/Assisted
Living building is about the same as the school gymnasium but it is a much larger building
and has a significantly greater impact because of its mass. Landscaping and setbacks are
not enough to project the neighboring property due to the size of the proposed project.

•

•
•
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5. The length of time of any vacancy of the property;
• Although stating that the School has been vacant approximately
two years may be a factual statement, we believe that this
statement is misleading in light of the context of the Golden
Factors. In context, the vacancy period speaks to the ability to
utilize the property in question in light of the existing zoning. In
this case, there is great demand for other residential uses for
this property. The existing zoning/use restrictions is not
negatively impacting the use of the property or the ability to
develop it. This is not a property that is going to lose value
because the proposed project is not acceptable to the Governing
Body.
• The fact the school is not operating does not mean the athletic
fields have gone unused by the public.
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6. The relative gain to public health, safety and welfare by destruction of value of the
applicant's property as compared to the hardship on other individual land owners;
•

•

Staff suggests that by not allowing the property to be redeveloped the property
will depreciate in value and the depreciation in value would have a depreciating
effect on the surrounding property. Suggesting that opposition to this particular
project with its mass, lack of transition and other issues means that the property
is not going to be developed is a straw man argument and disingenuous.
Because this project is being opposed does not mean every project will be
opposed. If MVNA thought their property values would decrease if this project
were not to be approved then we do not think you would see the opposition that
exists. In fact, MVNA believes the adjoining property values will decrease if this
project is approved. Certainly there are projects or uses that will enhance the
property values of the adjoining property.
As Staff points out, in addition to the adjoining property owners, all PV residents
will be negatively impacted because of the loss of the open space and use of the
area for recreational purposes. Other uses or less dense uses may not have this
same negative impact.
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7.

City staff recommendations.

•

(a) The Staff Report fails to consider the impact on traffic due to the continuous operation of
this facility as compared to the School.
(a) MVNA has pointed out the health and safety issues related to the private drive.
(b) The detention basin should be enclosed as presented by MVNA.
(c) For reasons stated above, the density issue is not acceptable.
(d) For reasons presented by MVNA, placing rental duplexes within 35 feet of the large lots to
the south and southwest is not an acceptable transition.
(e) Despite the fact the major building setbacks may meet minimum standards; PV needs to
impose higher standards in light of the size of the project.
(g) Open space will be dramatically impacted and to suggest that 10 acres of the 18.4 acres
will actually be "open space" is misleading.
(h) A floor area ratio of .48 may be low for urban development but that is irrelevant because
this is not urban development. The bulk of the buildings will be almost four times the
existing bulk of the school.
(i) We agree with the Staff that the Independent Living/Assisted Living building will be a very
large building given its overall massing and scale. We could not disagree more that the
density of the project is reasonable for the size of the land area for reasons presented by
MVNA.
(k) If the SNF can be a separate building despite the fact it needs to be a subordinate and
accessory use, from a timing standpoint, it is unreasonable to allow the SNF to be built prior
to the Independent Living building.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
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8. Conformance with the Comprehensive Plan.
• Two primary goals of Village Vision are to retain green space
and to protect the character of the neighborhoods. The
proposed project is contrary to these two goals.
• Village Vision pointed out that more housing choices should be
available but since that statement was made Benton House has
opened and the PV area has been further saturated with senior
living housing.
• Although we think a less dense use can be a win-win for the
Applicant and the City, making a determination of this project
and the applicable land use question should be made separate
from any economic impact to the City.
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STORM WATER TREATMENT:
Health and Safety Issues
• Preliminary Stormwater Management Study
– Increases impervious cover on the site and redirects
stormwater to the northeast corner
– Utilizes:
• Swales
• Rain gardens(3)
• “The majority of the site will be treated utilizing the
detention basin as an extended detention basin.”

Terms
• Retention
– “Wet Ponds”
– Facilities that
maintain a
permanent pool

• Detention (M.C.)
–“Dry Ponds”
–Contain water
only in the
aftermath of
runoff events
–Water is
retained and
released into
Dykes Branch
over 1-7 days.

Dry Detention Basin
A Safety Issue

Dry Detention Basin
Dry

After Heavy Rain

M.C. Dry Detention Basin

Concerns Regarding Detention
• Substantially increased impervious area
increases the risk of downstream flooding.
• This is not covered by homeowner’s insurance.
Flood insurance may cover basement/sump
pump damage but not carpet, rugs etc.
• If due to maintenance problems the city may be
liable for a nuisance action.

Concerns regarding Detention
• Extended Detention
Basins can retain
water and breed
mosquitoes.
• West Nile Virus is
now endemic in our
area.
• Transmission to
humans is becoming
more common.

Concerns regarding Detention
• In the M.C. proposal, substantial
additional stormwater travels over
ground collecting:
– Pesticides
– Herbicides
– Bacterial contamination (e. coli)
– Chemicals such as coal tar sealants on
driveways and parking lots. These
sealants are among the worst culprits in
contamination. They contain chemical
compounds classified as carcinogens
(cancer causing) and are known as PAHs

Concerns regarding Detention
• Johnson County is
scheduled for
regulation in the area of
stormwater runoff
pollution into
neighboring streams
and rivers.
• We have concerns that
this will not be
adequately monitored &
regulated

Satellite View –Corinth School
Across from Mission Valley Site

Childhood Drowning
• Center for Disease Control
– 2004 of all children ages 1-4 that died 26%
were from drowning.
– 2005 In children age 1-14 drowning remains
the second leading cause of unintentional
injury-related death.

• Detention Ponds can have rapidly rising
water levels trapping children by unseen
vortex flows. Also retain water 1-7 days
• Children are often attracted to stormwater

Internet articles

Articles

“W.A.R.N” Program

• Water
• Awareness
• Residential
• Neighborhoods

Detention Basin Across the Street
from Corinth Grade School
“Attractive Nuisance”
- “ a dangerous condition
which is likely to attract
children on their property”
-definitions.uslegal.com

- Fences can actually
attract children and
impede firefighters in the
event of a drowning
rescue.
-usfa.fema.gov, Hansen, Hazard
Assessment for Water Retention and
Detention

Solution:
Underground
Detention

M.C. Detention Basin:
• It should be underground for health and safety’s sake.
• Adequately monitor and regulate discharge water for
pollutants and flooding.

• One Last Caveat: one study found that dry ponds can
actually detract from the perceived value of adjacent
homes between 3 and 10 percent.
-Emmerlin-Dinovo, C. 1995. Stormwater Detention Basins and
Residential Locational Decisions. Water Resources Bulletin 31(3):515-521

